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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Strategy for the Eildon Group for the next 5 years is both ambitious and exciting – it will enable us to deliver
‘Inclusive Growth’* for the people and communities that we serve.
In delivering our Strategy we will focus on our core values of being – Caring, Committed, Connected and Creative. We will build on our strengths and relationships and will put
continual improvement at the forefront of what we do. We will embrace innovation and will work to strengthen our partnerships to help us deliver the best outcomes.
We will prioritise:
1.

High quality governance and decision making to
guide our activities.

2.

Astute financial management to ensure we can
maximise our impact and protect our longterm position, including the affordability of our
services.

3.

4.

5.

Learning from other high performing
organisations to challenge ourselves to think
about how we can improve.
A commitment to focus on the needs of our
customers, and respond to their varied and
changing requirements, using the evidence base
that we now have.
Expanding the options that we give to customers
about how we can best engage with them,
including the use of online services for those who
wish to use this channel.

6.

Better understanding the needs and challenges of
our customers and being creative about how we
can best help them, either directly or indirectly.

11. Ensuring our homes are energy efficient and fit
for the future and that we provide support to help
people to avoid experiencing fuel poverty.

7.

Delivering 3 new purpose-built extra care
housing developments where we will support
our customers to live independently in later life,
to add to our existing older people and learning
disability services.

12. Ensuring our work is understood and we earn the
support of communities and partners for what we
are trying to achieve.

8.

Working with others to devise solutions for people
living with dementia, including assisting people to
adapt their homes to meet changing needs.

9.

Providing record breaking investment in 750 new
homes for our communities across the region,
including innovative environmental developments
such as Passivhaus homes - as well as planning
our next new build programme beyond 2021.

13. Exploiting new technology to ensure we can
provide a modern, flexible and efficient service.
14. Supporting our outstanding people to be
focussed on delivering the best we can for our
customers.
15. Continuing to engage, listen and respond to our
customers, our stakeholders and our people.

10. Providing a responsive and effective repair service
and the delivery of our next modernisation
programme through a new Eildon team.

* Inclusive Growth means economic growth that is distributed fairly across society and creates opportunities for all.
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INTRODUCTION
Eildon Housing Association has been
delivering high quality housing,
support and care services in the
Scottish Borders since 1973.
We are a well-established and high performing
organisation, with a well-earned reputation as one of
Scotland’s leading housing and care providers.
We have carefully managed our activities over the years
to ensure that we are financially strong and able to
respond to issues and challenges that arise, in order
that we can meet the changing needs of the people and
communities that we serve.
Over the years we have gradually grown in size and
complexity so that today we deliver a wide range of
essential services to communities the length and
breadth of our region.
Whilst we are proud of what we do and we work hard to
continually improve our activities, we are also ambitious
to expand this work to the advantage of a greater
number of people and communities.
Although it is a relatively new term in common usage,
we have been delivering ‘Inclusive Growth’ through our
work for many years, and this strategy sets out how we
will expand these efforts over the next 5 year period.
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT
HOUSEHOLDS AND POPULATION
The Eildon Group currently operates exclusively within
the Scottish Borders region. This is a large rural area,
made up of a complex web of modestly sized towns and
villages. The population of the region is around 114,000,
and within this there is a higher proportion of older
people than the Scottish average. The percentage of
people aged over 65 is projected to grow to 35% of the
Borders population within the next 20 years.
Whilst the population of the Borders is relatively stable,
and is projected to stay relatively stable into the future,
there has been a significant increase in household
numbers, driven by the well-established social trend of
people living in smaller households. This trend inevitably
leads to a mis-match of households to the housing stock
available, and this is particularly pronounced in a rural
area where people have a clear need to be in a particular
location.
THE LOCAL ECONOMY
The Borders is a diverse region in economic terms
also. In common with many other areas, economic
restructuring has had an impact with a number of
traditional industries declining and the number of
people employed in these sectors declining also.
The Borders is a relatively low wage economy, with
household income around 5% lower than the Scottish
average. Employment in the region is dominated by
public sector opportunities (principally in the Council
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and the NHS), with construction and primary industries
(farming and forestry) also being important locally.
It is recognised that the Borders is increasingly linked
to wider regional economies, especially the Edinburgh
City Region, with an increasing number of households
residing in the Borders but being employed, often in
higher paid posts, elsewhere in the City Region. This
pattern is markedly different across settlements in the
Borders, and has consequential variable housing market
impacts.
POVERTY AND DEPRIVATION
Whilst the Borders region isn’t recognised through
traditional methods of measurement as being highly
deprived, it is accepted that due to the rural nature of
the area, multiple deprivation is present but can be
hidden in smaller concentrations. This requires a more
nuanced and targeted approach to address these issues.
THE HOUSING MARKET
The tenure mix of housing the region is different from
the national picture in that there is a larger private
rented sector and a slightly smaller proportion of social
rented homes.
Social rented housing makes up around 23% of the
housing stock in the Borders and the vast bulk of this is
provided by the 4 local housing associations, including
around 2,500 homes owned and managed by Eildon.

There is clear evidence of a shortage of good quality,
energy efficient affordable rented homes across all parts
of the region, with some areas experiencing significant
pressure for housing. This demand is evidenced through
a number of routes including regional level housing
needs and demand assessment work that informs the
local development plan and the local housing strategy,
as well as expressed need through the numbers of
bids made on available social rented homes when they
are advertised – which can be as high as 150 bids per
property.
Addressing this imbalance remains a key activity of the
Eildon Group.
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STRUCTURE AND PARTNERSHIPS
The work of the Eildon Group is highly dependent on a range of partnerships and structures that we play an important
part of.
LEGAL AND REGULATORY OVERSIGHT
Our customers and partners benefit from the strong
legal and regulatory framework that we operate within.
We ensure that we deliver best practice and operate
within the frameworks overseen by:
•

The Scottish Housing Regulator

•

The Office of the Scottish Charities Regulator

•

The Care Inspectorate

•	The Scottish Government (with respect to the
receipt of housing association grant)
•	Companies House and other legal requirements
associated with a trading organisation
Although we are not a public body, we operate to a
large extent alongside other public services and we
are therefore committed to the Christie Commission
principles of improving public services by focussing on –
Collaboration, Prevention, Innovation.
Our principal activities of housing and care are
matters within the UK that are devolved to the Scottish
Parliament, and therefore we ensure we keep abreast
of Scottish Government Policy on these areas. However,
some matters reserved to the UK Government are also
important to us, e.g. most welfare payments and energy
policy, so we track these issues as well.
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More locally, the key partnership process for us is our
relationship with organisations in the Scottish Borders.
We are an active participant in the Community Planning
Partnership and provide a leading role in specific
aspects of this work.

been identified for investment in order to address
housing need across the region. This provides a delivery
plan for new affordable homes and sets out who is
going to deliver them. Eildon are committed to deliver
the majority of the current programme.

More specifically, we take a clear steer from the following
strategies:

The Local Development Plan – is the local articulation
of the land use planning strategy for the whole of the
south east of Scotland (SESPLAN), and sets out the
principles for how our towns and villages will change
and grow in the future. In particular, it identifies the
housing land allocations that we seek to use to create
high quality new homes.

The Local Housing Strategy for the Borders – sets
out the activities and interventions that are required
to improve the operation of the housing market and
housing services locally. The priorities set out in this
strategy are particularly pertinent to us, they are:
•	The supply of housing meets the needs of our
communities
•	More people live in good quality, energy efficient
homes
•

Fewer people are affected by homelessness

•	More people are supported to live independently
in their own homes.
There are a range of other strategies associated with the
LHS that are also important to us.
Strategic Housing Investment Plan (SHIP) – sets out
the new affordable housing developments that have

Health and Social Care Partnership Strategic Plan
– efforts are being made to join up the delivery of social
care and health services for adults, often referred to as
integration. Housing and housing services are fundamental
to this and we, along with our partners, are working hard
to ensure this emerging work delivers a whole system
approach and is more effective in the future. This system
ranges from hospital care, through a range of other
provisions, to supporting people to live safely in their own
homes.

Integrated Strategic Plan for Older People’s Housing,
Care and Support – providing a link between the LHS
and the Health and Social Care integration process is a

strategy aimed at improving the housing and associated
care service for the large and growing older population
in the Borders. The Eildon Group has a very significant
role to play in the delivery of these objectives.
A range of other partnership, strategies and delivery
plans – such as: fuel poverty and affordable warmth,
economic development, reducing inequalities, the
South of Scotland Economic Partnership, the Edinburgh
and South East Scotland City Deal, Borderland Growth
Deal etc. are also important to our work.
The Eildon Group has always taken a wide view of the
activities that we undertake. Housing and care services
are intensely personal in nature – we exist to deliver
high quality services to our customers (tenants, clients,

service users). However, the impact of what we do is
spread much more widely, benefitting communities, the
wider regional economy, and strengthening society in
general – this is what we mean by delivering ‘Inclusive
Growth’.

Working in collaboration and partnership is an essential
part of what we do, and we pride ourselves on our
approach to these issues – we remain committed to this
style of working during the course of the delivery of our
new strategy and we will look to:

We demonstrated the importance of our work in this
regard by publishing an independent economic impact
report in 2016 which highlighted benefits beyond
the provision of housing and care services, including
the direct and indirect creation of jobs, the securing
of high levels of inward investment to the region and
the delivery of measurable savings to the public purse
through the preventative services that we deliver. We are
looking to update this research through the period of
this strategy.

•

Further
develop our engagement with our current
	
and potential future customer base and wider
community groups

•

Sustain
	
and enhance our work with a wide range of
statutory partners, stakeholders and organisations
we contract with.

•

Look
	
to develop new collaborative relationships
where this is required to meet need and deliver on
our priorities.
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STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT – CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT
In developing our new strategy we have undertaken
2 specific pieces of work:

Key achievements through the delivery of this strategy
include:

•	We have reviewed the delivery of our previous
strategy

•

•	We have undertaken an extensive consultation and
engagement exercise
PREVIOUS STRATEGY
Our previous strategy was an articulation of a long-term
direction that we have been pursuing for many years –
that of continual, balanced, sustainable growth in our
assets and services. We have a well-established structure
and range of services that we committed to protect and
enhance.
We reported progress during the delivery of our strategy
to our Board on a quarterly basis and published
information to our Customers, our Wider Stakeholders
and our People (Board and Staff) through a series of
newsletters and publications.
We have delivered on our current strategy and managed
to protect existing services and grow through the
provision of new homes throughout this period.
Very significantly, we set out to improve our business
through the introduction of the themes of; modernising
our systems, focussing on customers, highlighting value
for money, and empowering our staff.
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Modernising Systems – establishing a new
technological platform and vastly reducing paperbased activities in favour of electronic – this has
enabled us to effectively manage significant
requirements placed on us (such as the introduction
of GDPR) and prepare to deliver a wide range of new
services to tenants.

Customer Focus – we have created more staff time
•	
and resource to dedicate to working directly with
our customers, both through how we deploy and
organise ourselves and also through our increased
use of technology.
Value for Money – is an integral part of our business
•	
planning and we have focussed on increasing our
analytical resources, engaged in more detailed
benchmarking and business improvement activity,
developed a sophisticated approach to procurement
and the awarding of contracts, and progressed
work more quickly where we have been able (thus
securing contract cost savings).
•	
Empowering Staff – we have invested time and
resources in developing our leadership capacity
and also investing in our ‘developing young
workforce’ activities, including a range of modern
apprentices, graduate placements and traineeships

over this period. We have seen this reflected in
very high staff satisfaction scores and also growing
staff engagement, helping us drive change and
development.
During this time, we have seen our performance
indicators on a general upward trend, notwithstanding
a challenging economic and wider operating
environment. And, most gratifyingly of all, we have seen
our customer satisfaction levels increase.
This strategy period heralded the start of the largest
growth programme that the Eildon Group has ever
engaged in. This is directly linked to us helping the
Scottish Government to deliver their ambitious 50,000
target for new affordable homes (35,000 of which are
to be social rented homes) over the lifetime of this
parliamentary period. We committed to a programme
of 750 new social rented homes in the Borders, and we
are on track to deliver this – albeit this target crosses the
previous and the new strategy period for Eildon.
CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT ON OUR NEW
STRATEGY
With the backdrop of our current activities and the
recognition that significant housing and care challenges
still exist within our communities, we wanted to engage
with a wide range of people and organisations to help
inform our new strategy.

We conducted our largest ever strategy engagement
exercise and focussed on three key groups: our
customers, our wider stakeholders and our people
(Board and Staff).
We have published a separate report on this
consultation. The key issues emerging out of this
work are discussed in the next section. What was clear
from the feedback we received was that there is broad
recognition and appreciation for the work that we do
– it is regarded as important and high quality and our
customers and external stakeholders have challenged
us to build on this success and do more of this activity
in the future in order to address unmet needs that still
exist across our region – the job is not yet done!
There is some evidence that the full extent of our
activities are not fully understood in all quarters and we
have challenged ourselves to take steps to address this,
with the objective to securing further support and cooperation for what we do. There was a clear recognition
of the need to balance our ongoing financial strength,
with the pressure to ensure our rents and charges stay
affordable for the people we serve. And, there was also
clear recognition of the specific needs of various groups
in our society where it is felt Eildon are well placed to
make additional provision – e.g. building on our success
through services like Borders Care & Repair.
We have worked hard through this process, and
wider initiatives such as our ‘Better as One’ customer
engagement framework, to be an open, listening and
responsive organisation. We have benefitted from the
feedback we have received in developing this strategy
and we remain committed to keeping this dialogue
open as we move into the implementation phase.
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KEY ISSUES
What did the engagement exercise
tell us?
We heard a wide range of thoughts and ideas and
we have discussed these with respondees where
possible and appropriate. Some of the ideas were for
information and were general in nature and others
gave us a challenge on how we should respond as they
highlighted inconsistencies on what people thought we
should do.
However, we have processed all of the information and
looked to focus the feedback down into the following
key issues that were highlighted to us by our customers,
our stakeholders and our people.
These are the issues that came through most strongly
from the exercise:
1.	Create a clear and compelling explanation of what
we do
•	We want more people to understand the nature
and range of things we do so we can work more
effectively in partnership
2.	Look to further address demographic issues
related to our growing older population, including
the experience of people living with dementia
•	We are already expanding our services focused
on our older population and we are looking at
what more we can do to assist those living with
dementia
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3.	Further develop our approach to addressing
homelessness
•	We are making a massive contribution to provide
new supply affordable homes, and we want
to align our activities to tie in with the overall
approach to reducing homelessness through the
emerging Rapid Rehousing Transition Plan for the
Borders
4.	Ensure we have a clear approach to helping to
address the experience of fuel poverty
•	As well as investing in our existing and new
housing stock, we are looking at working in
partnership to improve access to information and
advice as well as playing our part in strengthening
the supply chain to support affordable warmth
measures

5.	Tailor our services to meet the needs of our
customer base
•	Having recently completed a customer census,
we are now in a better position to understand
the specific issues impacting on our customers,
and can therefore seek to help with these where
possible
6.	Ensure our use of technology allows us to deliver
choice to our tenants in how they receive our
services
•	We want to be as efficient and effective as
possible and using new technology will enable us
to do this. However, it is really important to stress
that our approach to this is all about giving our
customers the choice as to the method of engaging
with us that suits them the best

7.	Embed a high-performance culture and draw on
best practice from a wide range of sources
•	We are proud that our overall performance is very
good. However, we want to ensure we continually
look to improve and measure ourselves against
the highest performance organisations in our
sector and beyond
8.	Guard against becoming too remote and unwieldy
•	We want to make sure that as we grow in size as
an organisation, we work in a way that maintains
our connection with our customers and the
communities that we serve
9.	Support our staff to be ambitious and change
focused
•	The delivery of our strategy is, in large part,
dependent on the staff that we employ. We are
committed to support our staff to ensure they can
deliver the best services for our customers
This is a very broad agenda and presents a very
ambitious set of issues for us to seek to address.
However, it is very encouraging that this aligns very
much to our long-term direction of travel and is highly
consistent with what we have been delivering over
recent years.
This list of key issues, along with our review of progress
against our previous strategy gives us a clear agenda
to plan for the future. However, we also recognise that
the context of the next 5 years contains a range of
uncertainties, which we have to consider as part of our
plans.

We have built in flexibility to our approach to be able to
respond to issues such as:
•	
Brexit – and the potential impacts on the wider
economy, availability of materials and labour,
flows of capital and the cost of borrowing etc.
•	
Housing Policy post 2021 – there will be Scottish
Parliamentary elections with a new government
in place during 2021. Regardless of the make up
of that government, there will likely be significant
changes to the approach to housing policy (and
other policy areas) and public spending patterns,
which we will have to monitor and respond to.

•	
Technological Change and social patterns –
we know that significant economic and social
transformation will impact on our work and we
will need to anticipate and respond to these. For
example, the requirement to move away from
fossil fuel powered private transport (petrol and
diesel vehicles) towards low carbon electric and
battery powered solutions is growing, and we will
need to plan appropriate responses to this.
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VISION

VALUES
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
5 YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN
ANNUAL IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
DEPARTMENTAL ACTION PLANS
INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
THE CORPORATE PLANNING FRAMEWORK

THE GOLDEN THREAD
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OUR STRATEGY
Reflecting the maturity and complexity of the Eildon Group, after a sustained 45-year period of growth, our strategy
is now set out in a clear framework rather than a single document or statement. We call this our Corporate Planning
Framework and we have a clear suite of documents and processes that both govern what we are setting out to achieve
and also give us the means to manage how we are going to deliver this and measure our progress along the way.
Central to this approach is the concept of the ‘Golden
Thread’ – this relates to the connections between these
different and distinct elements of the process which
ensures that our efforts all join up, and all those charged
with making the strategy a reality understand their role
and contribution to this.

		

o	Whilst we set out our strategy, we keep it
under constant review and will amend and
adjust our approach as appropriate within the
strategy period

		

o	The strategy is both for external and
internal use and is focussed on the new and
developmental issues, rather than the (equally
important) day to day activities

The section below briefly outlines this approach:
•	
Purpose – The Eildon Group, delivering excellence in
the provision of housing, support and care services
for the people and communities that we support
•

Values – Caring, Committed, Connected, Creative

		

o	Externally – we highlight these values so that
customers and stakeholders are clear on what
we stand for and they can hold us to account

		

o	Internally - these are well established and are
written into our competency framework that
directs our people to the behaviours we are
promoting in our work

•	
5 Year Strategy and Summary – sets out a clear
statement on what we are committed to deliver over
the 5-year planning period

•	
Strategic Objectives – Governance, Financial
Viability, Housing and Support Services, Care
Services, Property Assets, Organisational
Development
		

•

o	This framework is well established and
understood within our strategy and reporting
process. It provides a robust and stable
framework for us to organise our activities

Corporate Implementation Plan

		

o	This is a high-level reporting matrix to track
progress against agreed activities in a given
year and is principally used by the Board to
ensure we are on target

		

•

Departmental Action Plans

		

•

o	This sits alongside other reporting measures
such as Key Performance Indicators and
Management Account reports to provide
oversight and control within our governance
framework
o	This is a new feature in our corporate planning
framework bridging the gap between the
high-level strategic reporting to the Board
and the supervisory, line management
arrangements at operational levels

Individual Performance Objectives

		

o	All our staff agree with their line manager a
set of specific individual objectives for the year
ahead – in doing so, there is a clear line of
sight (a Golden Thread) so every staff member
can directly see the role that they play in the
delivery of the Eildon Strategy
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OUR PRIORITIES
Much of what we are committed to achieve during this strategy period is a broad continuation of the work that we
already do. However, it is important to stress within this our commitment to continual improvement throughout all of
our activities.
Our high-level commitments are set out in this strategy
and other activities will feature in detail elsewhere in our
framework e.g. the Departmental Action Plans.
What is important is that we ensure these issues join up
as part of our ‘golden thread’, and we have developed
the controls, reporting mechanisms and structures to
ensure this happens.

practice as a responsible and forward-looking
organisation. We commit to building on our success
in achieving silver accreditation through the SHIFT
framework (Sustainable Homes Index for Tomorrow)
through aiming to achieve Gold accreditation.
•

Innovation – we can demonstrate a positive track
record in the successful delivery of innovative
solutions across our activities. This commitment to
innovate with a clear purpose is a central feature of
our approach and will inform how we look to deliver
this strategy – whether this be through the use
of new processes and technology in our business
operations or through the use of new techniques and
products in the investment we make in our property
assets.

•

 ollaboration – as set out in the structure and
C
partnerships section on pages 6 and 7, the majority
of what we do is dependent on collaboration of one
sort or another. We recognise the importance of
developing our existing partnerships and keeping
an open mind about new collaborations that may
help us deliver on our priorities. This approach to
collaboration includes options for us to lead, work
alongside or ask others to deliver on our behalf in

Below is a concise articulation of the high-level issues
that we have developed from the key issues listed on
pages 10-11 and which provide a link and response to the
issue highlighted within the Local Housing Strategy for
the Scottish Borders.
Within these priorities, we have established a number of
principles and cross cutting commitments that inform
our work. These are:
•	
Climate Change, Sustainability and Carbon
Reduction – building on our achievements to date
in the delivery of energy efficiency and carbon
reduction methods through our stock investment
programme and the modernising of our business
operations. We are committed to ensure we both
comply with legislative requirements set out in
national targets and that we also promote best
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pursuit of our goals. Our extensive networks and
relationships help us ensure we can identify the
correct options to pursue in this regard.
•	
Listening, Learning and Responding – we have
worked hard to establish a strategic dialogue with
our customers and partners and we recognise that
this is a fundamental requirement of a modern
forward looking organisation, especially one with
a clear social purpose. We will further develop this
approach over this strategy period to ensure we
engage with as wide a range of views as possible to
inform how we prioritise and deliver our activities.

OVER THE COURSE OF THIS 5-YEAR STRATEGY,
WE WILL:

SO1 GOVERNANCE

Ensure we continue to have strong leadership of the
Association by:
•

Supporting continued highly effective governance
through skills-based recruitment, succession
planning and on-going development and training

•

Continuing to play an influential role in a wide range
of local and national partnerships

•

Going beyond compliance to demonstrate good
practice in meeting regulatory expectations

•

Establish and embed a new corporate planning
framework ensuring the various components are
mutually reinforcing

SO2 FINANCIAL VIABILITY

Protecting the long-term financial strength of the
Association by:
•

	
Robustly
stress testing our business decisions
to ensure they are deliverable under a range of
scenarios

•

	
Further
develop and refresh our modernised
approach to risk identification and mitigation

•

	
Deliver
our treasury management strategy to ensure
our growth programme is deliverable and we protect
our liquidity through our continued growth

•

	
Exploit
our increased capacity for business
improvement through increased analysis of
performance, process mapping and benchmarking
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SO3 HOUSING AND SUPPORT SERVICES

Deliver improvements and a more responsive service
to our customer base by:

needs – this includes the option to engage with us
online at a time that suits their needs
•

HOUSING MANAGEMENT SERVICES
•

•

	Review the current and on-going affordability of our
rent and charges to ensure a sustainable balance

•

	Through the effective use of new technologies, create
increased efficiencies in our operations to allow more
time and opportunity for our external facing staff to
engage more actively with customers

•
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	Enhancing our approach to customer service through
further staff training and measuring ourselves
against the Customer Service Excellence Framework

	Develop further channels for our customers to
engage with us in a way that suits their particular

•

	
Utilise
our improved knowledge of our customer
base to tailor our engagement with them, seek to
add value to help them address issues, and maximise
their tenancy sustainability
	
Deliver
improved digital connectivity to our
customers through expanding wi-fi access in our
buildings, technology enabled care solutions and
developing digital engagement initiatives

HOMELESSNESS
•

	
Explore
further opportunities to address
homelessness within the Borders through our
engagement with the Housing First/Rapid Rehousing
Transition Plan process

•

Considering how the delivery of our new homes
programme can maximise its impact in addressing
housing need and reducing the incidence of
homelessness

•

Collaborate with existing partners to join up our
efforts in the provision of advice and support to help
prevent homelessness occurring

•

Seek to establish new collaborative relationships with
specialist providers of services in the delivery of the
agreed Rapid, Rehousing Transition Plan

•

Consider options to support associated measures to
support tenancy sustainment and poverty reduction
measures such as affordable food provision, starter
pack activities and furniture support and recycling

•

	
Undertake
a detailed consideration of the wider
community in-reach and outreach opportunities
offered by these developments

•

	
Review
delivery options for the current extra care
housing service at Dovecot Court, Peebles

ADDRESSING DEMENTIA RELATED ISSUES (Identify
opportunities to support households living with
dementia across our customer base and beyond)
•

Training and support to staff to identify signs within
households and provide clear referral mechanisms
for specialist support

•

Consider the expansion of the Care & Repair service
to deliver a specialist dementia adaptation service
along the lines of the Angus Care & Repair model
and also the feasibility of a specialist lighting service
to help reduce trips and falls within domestic
properties

•

SO4 CARE SERVICES

Deliver our commitment to create new services to
enable more people to live independently in their own
homes by:
EXTRA CARE HOUSING SERVICES
•

	
The
creation of three new (circa) 40 home extra care
housing services in Galashiels, Kelso and Hawick

•

	
Consider
the options for a further expansion of this
programme, subject to continued strategic support
and grant funding

•

	
Establish
new staff teams to deliver the care
service within these developments on a sound and
sustainable funding relationship with the Integrated
Joint Board

Assess options for strategic partnerships and
relationships with specialist dementia services to
assist where appropriate in both a general needs
setting and within our expanding older people’s
services (extra care housing and sheltered housing)

SO5 PROPERTY ASSETS

Invest in our property assets to ensure a targeted
approach to address need by:

•

	
Deliver
our small projects innovation programme,
including the 2 pilot Passivhaus schemes and
a pilot modular option, utilising our emerging
relationship with an academic partner to evaluate
this programme

•

	
Subject
to post 2021 grant funding availability,
commitment to an ambitious next phase of new
home building, with an expectation of an on-going
programme of at least 50 new homes per year

•

	
Continue
to assess new funding models and delivery
mechanisms for the delivery of new homes – e.g.
Innovative Financial Models developed by the
Scottish Government and Scottish Futures Trust, and
consideration of different procurement options

•

	
Consider
the opportunities to deploy new
technologies in the construction process for the
delivery of new homes such as the greater use of
pre-manufacturing

•

	
Revisit
our assessment of the opportunities available
to us to broaden our range of housing options
within the intermediate rented sector to deliver a
wider range of choice to a broader cross section
of our communities. This activity will be led by our
subsidiary, Eildon Enterprise

INVESTING IN OUR HOUSING STOCK
•

	
Establish
our own direct labour workforce, initially to
deliver our next stage modernisation programme

•

	
Consider
expansion of direct labour service over
time, initially to deliver a voids response team

•

	
Ensure
effective operation of reactive repairs
arrangements and enhance customer choice
through improvements to repairs by appointment
arrangements

NEW BUILD ACTIVITY
•

•

Continue to address housing need through the
provision of high quality, energy efficient new homes
across a range of communities within our region
Completing the delivery of our record-breaking 750
home development programme
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AFFORDABLE WARMTH MEASURES TO HELP REDUCE
THE INCIDENCE OF FUEL POVERTY IN THE REGION
•	Continue to invest in measures to improve the
energy efficiency of our housing stock and to look to
anticipate the changing dynamic of energy supply
and future fuel costs within our property asset
management strategy
•	Collaborate with partners to support the
development of a more developed local supply chain
for the installation and maintenance of renewable
and energy efficient technologies
•	Collaborate with partners to deliver more effective,
locally targeted information and advice services to
those in need, including support for behavioural
change

SO6 ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Continue to maximise our social impact by ensuring
we operate effectively and efficiently, and we develop
and train our people to excel by:
COMMUNICATIONS AND MESSAGING
•	Deliver an updated and expanded economic and
social impact study on the work of the Eildon Group
•	Develop and deliver an extensive information
campaign setting out a compelling articulation of our
work, activities and impacts – to be deployed both
proactively and reactively – with the aim of securing
greater levels of awareness and support for our work
•	Continue to develop multiple channels of
communication for a range of our activities – online,
social media, printed outputs, video content etc
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HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
•	Progress next round of organisational development
accreditations with a target of improving our
position from a high starting point – IIP, IIYP, EFQM,
Customer Service Excellence
•	Further embed our approach to Developing the
Young Workforce – through our use of a variety of
programmes such as apprenticeship, traineeship
and placement schemes
•	Focus Performance Management Review discussions
on Training and Development activities

•	Further promote our Working Smarter agenda by
supporting our leaders to develop their coaching
and mentoring skills
•	Further develop our approach to talent management
and succession planning
DIGITAL
•	Reset our Digital Futures programme and establish
a rigorous project management approach under a
lead officer
•	Begin to deliver interactive services through our
digital channels on a phased basis from 2019/20

STRATEGY DELIVERY

MONITORING AND REVIEW

These high-level priorities will be monitored and
overseen by the Board of Eildon Housing Association
and communicated through existing channels e.g. the
Annual Performance Report and our quarterly customer
newsletter – Connect.

We have a sophisticated set of controls and performance
measures to ensure we stay on track in achieving our
key priorities as the multitude of day to day ongoing
operations.

Finally, we have a set of team and individual measures
that our operational managers track through their
on-going workload management and supervisory
responsibilities.

We measure our progress against the Annual Return on
the Charter (ARC) indicators, which we are required to
report to The Scottish Housing Regulator annually, and
to be accountable to our customers on.

The Leadership Group meets on a monthly basis
to consider progress and make adjustments where
required. It is through this group that we are able to
identify progress and spot any challenges that exist.
If necessary, it is through this group that any remedial
action can be agreed, and subsequently reported to
the Board.

The specific responsibilities, timescales and resources
are set out in our annual implementation plan which will
be agreed by the Board in April each year. This sets out
activities in detail for the current year, and in outline for
the rest of the strategy period.
As mentioned above, this process is further augmented
by a series of departmental action plans, which link
the high-level priorities with the operational activities
undertaken by Eildon teams. These plans also set out
the cross departmental dependencies that are vital to
deliver these activities and ensure co-ordination.

We have a high-level set of Key Performance Indicators
that enable our Board to track progress against the most
significant issues for the Association.
We have a larger set of Leadership Indicators that enable
the Leadership Group to assess ongoing performance
and delivery across the wide range of activities we
deliver.

We report progress on Key Performance Indicators,
Management Accounts, and progress against the
Implementation Plan to the Board on a quarterly basis.
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GROUP
Caring, Committed, Connected, Creative

The Weaving Shed Ettrick Mill Dunsdale Road Selkirk TD7 5EB
Tel: 01750 725900 Email: enquiries@eildon.org.uk
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